Identification of characteristics for malignancy of solitary pulmonary nodules using high-resolution computed tomography.
The aim of this prospective study was to apply the described single pathological appearance and possibilities of differentiating signs from other studies and summarize them concerning their differential diagnostic importance to improve differential diagnostic strategies concerning the dignity of solitary pulmonary nodules. 55 consecutive patients with solitary pulmonary nodules were examinated using high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) before surgery. Thereafter HRCT-diagnosis was proven by histological assessment. Only lesions which were removed by surgery were used. No lesion was excluded by size. Necrotic areas, cavitation, satellite lesions and circumscribed pleural thickening were only found in the malignant nodules. Discrimination between benign and malignant lesions was possible by: mean diameter (P<.01), mean density (P<.01) and air inclusion (P<.05), by air bronchogram/bronchiologram (P<.05), indistinct/fogged (P<.05) and dystelectatic (P<.01) margin, the presence (P<.01) and length (P<.01) of spiculae, spiculae extended into the pleura visceralis (P<.05) and pleural distension (P<.01). A single sign can be seen in either benign or malignant nodules, but if considered together with other signs it may have a different meaning. HRCT can enable a differentiation of BSPN from MSPN in the majority of cases. As imaging methods could not get a nearly complete certainty about the dignity the chance of survival of patients could be preserved exclusively by an early surgery.